Hey ya’ll,
Well, I took it upon myself to make up little Cabo Cd. Below is some of the logic for the songs. Hope everybody is doing well and not working too hard.
-Ahin

1. Wyclef- Perfect Gentleman: This song is becoming a necessary evil in my social life... I don’t feel truly drunk without it.


3. Wyclef- again and again and again.


5. City High- Caramel: A song about Nick’s Tan.

6. Jack Johnson- Bubbly Toes: Do you know how hard it is to find a song about foot lube?

7. Tim McGraw- Smile: Solid song, little known fact- it was on the same mix that Wyclef was on.

8. Robert Earl Keen- The Road Goes On Forever: Mandatory REK song, and a good one at that.

9. George Strait- Run: A song that I just like. Loosely connected to sending Kyle to the airport over and over again despite the fact that no one was there.

10. Dave Mathews- Warehouse: Last verse is perfect.

11. Shakira- Whenever, Wherever- The only thing that could have better about the trip is if the Mariachi band had covered this one.


13. Andreas Johnson- The Games We Play: Dedicated to any parent who has walked in on his daughter chugging a beer while a bunch of dudes are counting to 37.

14. Toploader- Dancing In the Moonlight: Who is in this band? Where did they come from? And why is this, clearly, the only song they ever recorded?

16. Jeff Buckley- Last Goodbye: The all-time best hot tub song in the world